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The exhibition, Herland II, Our Land, was conceived and proposed by
Curator, Freÿa Black, to mark International Women’s Day 2020 at The
Women’s Library in Sydney.
The only land we have is this land. If we destroy this land there is
no plan(net) B, no escape route and no way to go back and undo the
damage. Herland II, Our Land examines the here and now of this
great land, our great planet, and how we will care for it, protect it,
fight for it.
The Women’s Library in Sydney is a welcoming space that houses
a specialist collection of feminist and lesbian literature, as well as
books for, by, and about women. As a lending library, it is open
to women five days a week, and outside opening hours, is used by
women’s community groups for meetings, workshops, and social
gatherings. The Women’s Library is staffed by volunteers and funded
through donations, membership fees, the sale of surplus books, and
occasional grants.
The Women’s Library is generously supported by the City of Sydney.
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KELCIE BRYANT-DUGUID

CHAR-COAL
‘Char-coal’ is a continuation of a larger series
that explores the censorship and quality of
our news and the importance of independent
journalism.
It was made in response to the current and
unprecedented bushfire emergency that is raging
across Australia. Our climate is changing and
our house is on fire! The world is watching and
waiting for our leaders to wake up and ‘trust the
science’ instead of perpetuating the fantasy of
‘alternative facts’ and ‘fake news’.
In my multi-disciplinary art practice I explore
contemporary stitch as a mark making tool and
paper as my ‘fabric’ of choice.
Machine stitch, watercolour and ink on tissue
and newspaper. 145cm x 50cm x 2cm
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ROX DU LUCA

RED BUNDLE
My work comprises sculptural garlands made out of the
plastic shards and remnants that flourish on famous
Bondi Beach, my local beach, and other local beaches in
the Eastern suburbs of Sydney, such as Rose Bay and
Camp Cove.

The resulting sculptural garlands and mounds are
reflections of my coastal home and its relation to the
greater human landscape of waste.
“The World Economic Forum claims around 150 million
tonnes of plastic is already floating in the world’s
oceans and it is estimated there will be more plastic
than fish in the sea by weight by 2050 if current rates
of plastic dumping hold”. ( www.theweek.co.uk/92449/
ocean- plastic-to-treble-within-10-years)
Do we, the human race, have the resilience to restore,
to recover, our planet from what is fast becoming an
out of control plastic pollution disaster?
Found plastics, wire. 65cm x 27cm, dimensions variable
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At times, I combine these coastal plastics with
seemingly pristine single-use industrial plastics.
Sometimes I use these industrial bits on their own.
The initial gathering and sorting process is followed by
a threading of the plastic components onto strings of
wire.
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SHELLEY WATTERS

RAIN 20/12/18
This page: Acrylic and rain on canvas. Framed. 64.4cm x 95cm x 5.7cm
Opposite: Acrylic, ink, and rain on canvas. 56cm x 56cm x 3.5cm

SHELLEY WATTERS

RAIN 07/02/20 AND 12/02/20
The artist’s series of rain paintings creates a snapshot of place and time. The experimental
working methodology involves the application of acrylic paint and ink, and immediate exposure
of the wet paint to rain, allowing it to form ethereal shapes and washes over the canvas. When
looking at works from the rain series it’s impossible not to imagine the physical experience of
being caught in one of Sydney’s summer storms in the late evening – with the thunder and
lightning charging the oppressively sticky night.
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HILLARY MONCKTON

THE MINT MINE NEAR TENNANT CREEK,
NORTHERN TERRITORY
This large coloured drawing depicts
the triangular form of the Mint mine
in the landscape horizon, framed by
some trees, bush, spinifex and stones
in the foreground.
It is from a colour photograph taken
by the artist in 2018 on a holiday
visiting her brother and sister-in-law
at Tennant Creek. The photograph was
taken while standing on the red/pink
razed surface of the Agha Khan mine
which, relatively recently, has been
totally bulldozed over by a mining
company.
The artist has previously created an
acrylic paint-on-paper painting of
the Mint mine with its distinctive, aesthetic, triangular shape and plans to work on a drawing/painting
that captures the contrast between the two mines as they are today. Both mines were worked in the
mid-twentieth century, mainly by hand–picks and shovels and some handheld jackhammers powered by
diesel engines. The Mint mine remained abandoned for years and still remains as it was left last century.
However after the Agha Khan mine was sold it was bulldozed and razed for its ore heaps and surface
gold-bearing ore. It has been totally destroyed and wrecked by the bulldozer machinery. It is almost
impossible to walk over the land on the mine, it is so rough and upturned.
“The Mint is a beautiful mine in a beautiful landscape. I hope it stays that way,” says Hillary.
Drawing: Drawing wpencil, ink and charcoal. 58cm x 78cm
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FREŸA BLACK

It is not as if one thing ends and another begins, it is more
a gradual process than that. A slow almost imperceivable
shift occurs, transitioning from one thing to something else
until it is less of one and more of the other. The cliff edge
gives way to air and sea, water runs over rock and shell to
create the sand and the sea surrounds and threatens to
engulf all before it. As each place is reached it becomes
apparent that this merging, this sense of becoming,
signifies a constant and continual alteration of forces. The
location remains but it exists within a perpetual state of
flux. No two moments can be the same; no light, no sound,
no colours remain as a static point in time.
The landscape is illusionary, the edge is closer but further
away than first thought, nothing is as it appears to be.
It is neither day nor night in the ever present light.
Three channel video and sound installation. 24.13 minutes

Images:
1. Passing Place: The Threshold of Edges
(The Minch crossing), film still, 2016.
2. Passing Place: The Threshold of Edges
(The Harris Sound, Berneray), film still, 2016.
3. Passing Place: The Threshold of Edges
(At Ballachulish), film still, 2016.
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PASSING PLACE: THE
THRESHOLD OF EDGES,
2016
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KIRSTY MACAFEE

CARE LABEL
A care label gives instructions about the washing
and care of a garment or fabric.
Care label was created at the culmination of a
performative textile art project. The text(ile)
project involved a year of research where words
were selected from feminist texts and then
‘printed’ onto t-shirts which were worn by the
artist and documented daily on Instagram (@
kootoyoo). Themes of representation (seen
and unseen) and labour (paid and unpaid) were
explored through the work of feminist thinkers.
The text(ile) project was personally
transformative and forced me to confront the
unseen labour of other women as well as my
own labour - economic, repetitive and bodily.
‘Women’s work’ - time and labour often viewed
as secondary is revalued through the ultimate
creation of the care label – an addendum to my
year long academic text.
Care label is made of lightweight domestic
material. It demands nothing of the space and is
made to rest gently in the environment. A textile
that acts as a label for caring for each other.
Brushed cotton, vinyl lettering, Dorcas pins,
foamcore, balsa wood. 42cm x 59.5cm x 2cm
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SARAH YEE

The information has been available for years, we are heading towards an irreversible point wherein our
Earth will become inhospitable to us. Unfortunately, it has taken the recent climate catastrophe of the
mega-bushfires for a lot of people to actually stop and think about their own impacts on the earth.
My three year old daughter has been asking us nearly daily if “the bushfires will come near us? Why
is there so much smoke? What is the black stuff in the water at the beach? Are the koalas okay?” We
cannot shield her from something that surrounds us, something that is her future. We teach her to be
kind to the earth, to minimise waste, recycle and be a good person. We bring her to protests, we discuss
environmental issues and our impacts on it. We hope that she has a future on this earth and it isn’t too
late to fix what mankind has done.
Watercolour, gouache and coloured pencils. 58cm x 76cm
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FUTURE-PROOF
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DEBORAH EDDY

INCY WINCY SPIDER
Conceptually this work is a homage to the embroidered
samplers women have been making for decades and of
which there has been a resurgence. The image is taken
from a video I made with my family which emanates from
my family’s bushfire experience. In November last year my
Daughter and her husband were told to leave their home in
Cooroibah on the Sunshine Coast as a fire was advancing.
Luckily, we had our Granddaughter with us on a trip to
Melbourne, so she was safe but fearful of what she would
go back to. Fortunately, my Daughter’s house was not
harmed though several were. At this time fires raged in New
South Wales and flying home we saw the blazes and smoke
from the plane.
I felt compelled to make an artwork. I have two
Grandchildren both pictured in this work. My Granddaughter
at 14 is worried for her future and I worry what sort of
future my Grandson will have. If I do not make my concerns
for the climate and our planet public, I am letting my
Grandchildren down by not being vocal.
I am acknowledging the thousands upon thousands of insects
who also perished in the most recent fires. These may never
regenerate. Koalas and Joeys have suffered terribly and are
the standard-bearers of our bushfire disasters as they are
cute. Insects and spiders are not cute however, they too
are part of the great harm done to our biodiversity by this
season’s catastrophic bush fires.
Video still with embroidery. 45cm x 30cm x 4
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SHARON PECH

TULIPS
‘TuLips’ is a mixed media mosaic on marine ply board. It has been
created using the direct method - attaching tesserae (mosaic
pieces) directly to the wooden board and then grouting the
complete piece. The tesserae are cut from remaindered
ceramic tiles, a porcelain plate, and new glass tiles. Other
decorative elements include a ceramic leaf (hand-cut
from a serving dish), painted wooden buttons and
various cabochon. The palette is 1970s, a significant
period of activism and second-wave feminism.

Originally a gentle study of flowers, I began to work
with the idea of tulips, their stems intertwined, cradling a
life-giving vessel. Flowers are essentially fecund - symbols of
existing life and the source of new life. Soft and beautiful, they
invoke our senses, inviting us to touch, smell, and taste their nectar.
But there is also a strength and sensuality in their flexible stems, an
optimism in the way they emerge from the earth and proudly show
their colours. And so it is with women, we who must somehow find a
balance between birthing new life and living our own best lives. It is we
who must nurture and protect the earth which sustains us. Without our
ecological stewardship of this land to which we belong, civilisation as we
know it, including control of our own fertility, is in jeopardy.
Glass, wooden buttons, recycled ceramic tiles, and porcelain on marine
ply. 40cm x 40cm
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This mosaic celebrates the reproductive
power of women, mirrored in nature and rooted
in the earth.
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ANNA LEGGE

UNTITLED (10TH SEPTEMBER 2019)
‘Untitled (10th September 2019)’ is a resin cast
of a hole in the sandstone wall that separates
the Darlinghurst Law Courts from the National
Art School, previously the Darlinghurst Gaol.
Debris, found in the local vicinity on the
afternoon of the 10th of September 2019, fills
the hole. These discarded objects, like the
Darlinghurst Gaol wall, speak to the history of
the site and the people that work and study
there. But this history, unlike the wall, is a
history of only the past few hours, at most a
few days. These discarded objects, our rubbish,
usually hide in plain sight. But when we uncover
them, pay attention to them, they are alive
with the stories of that place and its people.
This work is part of a series of works inspired
by Jane Bennett’s musings on debris in “Vibrant
Matter: A Political Ecology of Things” (2010,
Duke UP).

Resin Cast, Found Objects. 45cm x 20cm x 15cm
Resin Cast, Found Objects. 26cm x 16cm x 2cm (not shown)
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HILLARY MONCKTON

This large drawing uses mixed media (mainly charcoal, rubber, reddish ink, and also some pencil) to
depict a tree growing in the bush near Tennant Creek. The artist thinks the tree is known as a native
orange.
The drawing was inspired by a photo the
artist took of the tree/bush in the country
outside Tennant Creek when she visited
in June 2018. She was driven around the
old mines and hills by her brother, who is
a part-time gold prospector using a metal
detector. The photographs taken of the
landscape included hills, mines, rocks,
waterholes, plants, trees, spinifex, horses
at a dam and a spinifex pidgin. Photos
were also taken of family and town streets
and buildings. The artist has a collection of
photographs taken at Tennant Creek and
printed on paper.
The tree/bush photograph was printed in
colour on A4 size paper and used as a reference. The drawing was done flat on a large table in the Art
Room at the Ozanam Learning Centre, Woolloomooloo. The charcoal drawing was completed first, then
pencil and the reddish ink were brushed around the drawing.
Charcoal is a very pliable, forgiving medium and the artist enjoys using it to draw the bush landscapes
she is interested in at present. Use of the rubber enabled more depth and detail and eliminated some
blur and mistakes. This drawing has a lot of contrast. It is a favourite of the artist.
Drawing: Charcoal, ink and pencil. 58m x 78cm
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BUSH NEAR TENNANT CREEK,
NORTHERN TERRITORY
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TAMARA PAVLOVIC

GODDESS PROTECTOR

In my series that I have created with watercolour and ink collages, my ‘Goddess Protector’ represents
the collective environmental, social, and political movement led by female influence. My Goddesses are
powerful and fearless protectors of the land and our species, they are warriors, mothers, daughters,
lovers. Like Neith, in Ancient Egypt, creator of the world, they stand tall to guide and care for us. They
feel and know that time has come for action and what needs to be done, and they are ready to stand
up for what they believe. My second home, my adopted country Australia, is suffering with drought,
horrific fires, and rotten politicians incapable of standing up to the big corporations who are stealing
our land, our water and taking away our rights to live. This vast land of mainly desert needs special
care because it’s unique like a woman -she is tough, voluptuous but caring and rich. My Goddesses are
protectors of this land and its people and they will stand in the way of whoever wants to harm it.
Watercolour, ink, and collage on paper. Framed. 30cm x 38cm x 3cm
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AZARMIDOKHT ELAHI

I AM NOT YOUR HOLY COW
It is not my job to be your nourishment.
No-one can help you find your path to living.

Women are not the holy cow for your
nourishment.
You should be your nourishment for yourself.
Wake up, rise, shine.
Photograph 29cm x 22cm
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A holy cow illusion of a creature that you can
have as nourishment; the same as a mother
or as a woman, who society wants her to be.
Patriarchal society has always considered
women as the second gender but should also
invite them to be in the top position; to have
the opportunity of responsibility, of growing up.
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ANNETTE MAGUIRE

SIREN SONG.
This work expresses both the deep love and wonder I feel towards the ocean’s living
creatures, and my dismay at the depletion of ocean life that’s rapidly underway, fueled
by economic greed. Not to be a Debbie Downer, but I found myself grief-stricken to learn
that if nothing changes, scientists estimate that our oceans will be entirely empty of
fish in just 30 years’ time. My nephew
will only be in his thirties... The death
of the oceans is the death of the
birthplace of all life on earth, where
the first living organisms - who we all
descend from - were born.
Happily, through this work, I was
able to transform my eco-grief into
something more playful and pro-active.
The Mermaids and their Siren Song
are a wake-up call and a challenge to
the ‘business-as-usual’ plunder that
now puts all ocean life in jeopardy.
They subvert the traditional sexist
mythologies that inevitably portray
the captivating songs of Mermaids or
Sea Sirens as leading men to their doom. Here, the Siren Song calls us to love and action.
The Mermaids ask us to recognise ourselves as being intimately connected with the living
ocean, to make change to protect her abundance, and to live in sweet harmony with her
creatures (even the scary ones).
Mixed media. 32cm x 45cm
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MARTINA MCATEER

MOTHER EARTH

Like many females I am highly intuitive
and very much a dreamer. The dreamer
aspect to me is expressed a lot in my
paintings. I am almost sleepwalking as I
paint!! This work was created during a
time of heavy snow which fell in Spring.
It was uncanny. Young daffodils were
covered in snow and it seemed so obvious
that the seasons were out of synch.
I show the struggle of nature in the
painting, the struggle of those dependent on nature and the startled bird trying to awaken us to help.
I show the interconnectedness of the natural world as well as the supernatural world and the spirit of
all things. I asked young children to title the piece for me, and they simply called it ‘Mother Earth’.
I portray myself, the artist as ‘the seer’, painting the message ‘the Earth is hurting’ in the hope of
instilling true empathy, understanding and respect for all life.
Painting with gold leaf. 30cm x 30cm
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I often call my work ‘a secret language
of the heart’ and this work is full of that
language. It is a small painting but very
busy like an intense piece of dramatic
music with many peaks and crescendos
and its own unique narrative. I prefer
my works to be received rather than
explained but I will attempt to explain my
process.
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Herland II - Our Land.
First and foremost, I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the
land upon which this exhibition has been realised, the Gadigal and Wangal
Peoples of the Eora Nation. I would also like to respectfully acknowledge
all Elders and communities of this continent and its neighbouring islands particularly the Women Elders of this land - and recognise their continued
strength, integrity and courage in their ongoing fight for recognition,
equality and the right to access and care for their traditional lands to
whom they are intrinsically linked.
It feels - at least to myself - as if we have been talking [talking, talking,
talking] about the environment, global warming, climate change and
now the climate emergency for a long time. Talking, talking, talking.
We - the people - not they - the government, particularly the current
government, who appear to have been busy doing other things. More
mining, more dredging, more logging and more than enough denying.
More, more, more. All the while the earth has - according to the world’s
climate change scientists - been getting warmer. But we live in Australia
and hasn’t Australia always had a predilection to be hot? Afterall, 70%
of our big, dry continent is semi-arid, arid or desert. That’s why the
majority of the population dwells coastally, living the ‘Australian dream’.
Whatever that is. Look, I don’t want to be the one to tell you, but the
dream is over, and things are getting real. And they’re getting hot.
According to NASA, the world’s leading science agencies are in consensus
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We have just been through a disastrous summer and I acknowledge that
that is a vast understatement. Some of us have endured it much worse
than others and are still picking up the pieces of their lives. Literally. As I
write this,2 34 people have lost their lives, over one billion native animals
have also lost their lives and in NSW National Parks alone, we have lost 10%
of our forests. It has been reported that 80% of the Blue Mountains World
Heritage area has burned as well as 53% of the Gondwana rainforests.3 The
figures are sobering. It’s hard not to be affected by it and if you’ve been
left feeling despondent in the aftermath of these events you’re not alone.
It’s very difficult to remain outside of it when it is affecting whether or
not you can go to work, whether or not you can open your windows and
whether or not you can even go outside, that is, if your house is still
standing. In Sydney, the skies and even the path ahead were blocked out
by smoke and the light was a sickly, nuclear yellow. That colour had a solid
tangibility that lingered, even long after the wind pushed it out to sea.
Our land, the earth that we inhabit, is all that we are. Whether we give
awareness to it or not. It is what sustains us, protects us, provides us
with oxygen, and we breathe it in. We fight over it, build upon it, pollute
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with one another. Climate change is real. This is not a drill, I repeat, this
is not a drill. As the award-winning climate scientist Dr Joëlle Gergis
reported in 2019, ‘there is now nowhere to hide from the terrible truth’.1
And yet the federal government that 41.4% of Australia voted for is doing
exactly that.
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it and forcibly take it from others. Yet we forget that we are the land and
the land is us - whether we come from this land, that land over there or
another land somewhere else. ‘Our Land’ is not a statement of ownership,
it is a call to action, to bring attention to the ecological destruction that
we face - that we are facing. For so long we have denied that the climate
is changing we have actually convinced ourselves it must be true - yet
school age children are marching in the streets, skipping school on Fridays
in a desperate and impassioned bid to gain our attention. One brave and
fearsome young Woman faced up to the misogyny of the world and said,
“How dare you!” And how dare we. Of all the possible legacies to bestow
upon the future humans of our planet, we are choosing to leave them with
our mess. How dare we indeed!
I was recently interviewed about this exhibition and one of the questions
asked was how I personally linked Women artists as generators of positive
change for our planet. I’ve had more time to consider it, and my answer is
that Women possess the empathy, strength of will, tenacity and emotional
intelligence to get the job done. Women artists have the capacity to
assemble this into a medium that we can respond to, that can call us to
action and instil hope. Clearly Scott Morrison cannot. Nor will he help
Australia or save the planet. He doesn’t hold it within his capacity, and
he has demonstrated repeatedly where he positions himself. In January,
the good residents of Cobargo, in south east NSW said what many wished
they had the opportunity to say.4 But there are people, good people within
the ranks of government and our science community who will help us and
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lead us in this oncoming tide, sadly I’m just not certain that the current
government will win us this war of our own creation. This is the time, and
this is the decade. The CSIRO says that it isn’t too late, but this is the
critical decade for reducing greenhouse emissions.5
To quote Dr Gergis again:
“We still have time to try and avert the scale of the disaster, but we must
respond as we would in an emergency. The question is, can we muster the
best of our humanity in time?”6

This is the second iteration of Herland, in what I hope will be a long-term
project for The Women’s Library. In 2020 we asked Women artists what
actions they would follow to be positive instigators of change for our land
and for our planet. And their responses are fierce. They are as fierce as
Greta Thunberg when she addressed the leaders of the world at the United
Nations Climate Change Conference in 2019; as fierce as the ecologist,
scholar and activist Vandana Shiva as she calmly links environmental
exploitation to the hierarchical social domination of Women; and as fierce
as Mirrar Senior Traditional Owner Yvonne Margarula when she defended
her country from mining at Jabiluka in Kakadu National Park and was
then arrested for trespassing on the land that her family had cultivated
and cared for, for over 65,000 years, which sadly, is something many
Indigenous communities in Australia continue to face.
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I’ll leave that to you to decide upon.
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They are fierce. And if it’s frightening, then they are doing their job. If it
also makes you think and fires up that despondent post disaster-summer
rage in your belly, then they are also doing their job. But if it makes you
want to act; to bring about change; to protest; to bring further awareness;
to give your time and energy to making sure that everyone, the people, the
animals and the trees are ok, then that is the response we are striving for.
And we wish you well on the journey friend, for we are right there with you
and our fists are raised!

* For my Grandmother, who cares so much and for all the birds who miss her.
+†And for my Oma, I hope it’s sunny wherever you’ve gone.

Freÿa Black Curator

1 Dr Joëlle Gergis. The terrible truth of climate change. The Monthly. August 2019. https://www.
themonthly.com.au/issue/2019/august/1566136800/jo-lle-gergis/terrible-truth-climate-change
2 February 2019.
3 NSW Government. Understanding the impact of the 2019-20 fires. Sydney. February 2020.
4 “You’re not welcome.”
5 Will Steffen. “The myths of climate change-science”. Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Victoria 125, no.1 (2013): 4 - 4.
6 Gergis. The terrible truth of climate change. 2019.
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SARAH YEE

Our country is full of eucalyptus trees, and they
love fire. All it takes is one match-like leaf to catch
on fire for all others touching it to catch alight too,
but they grow back and it makes them stronger.
We can be the same, use our own fire and make it
spread; spread the word that we can have positive
effects now, we can change the status quo. We can
live in unity with the earth, and live on it without
destroying it.
Don’t be a “quiet Australian”.
Drawing: Pencils on toned pastel paper. 21cm x 15cm
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EUCALYPTUS MATCH
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PATRICE WILLS

COOL BURN CHAIR
I am concerned with the relationship we have with
the land and our social and psychological positions
in place. Australia’s First Nations Peoples have
the deepest connection to the land and are at the
heart of our understanding, which is how and why I
found myself in a remote community in the central
desert on Warlpiri country. Sketches from the desert
synthesized into poetic and dreamlike images when
combined with memory and distance back in the
studio, as I proceeded to paint all that I had seen and
felt.
The images evoked melancholia and longing as I
explored a dialogue between the landscape and
women, nature and the maternal. The Australian
desert carries a legacy of masculine endeavor and
mythology, yet I want to amplify women’s agency
and although aesthetics and beauty are still a primary
interest, the paintings offer a subtext of feminine
empowerment, strength and freedom.
I am attracted to the process of painting upon and reclaiming a chair due to the symbolism these
‘manmade’ items bring to the work. The chair offers many surfaces to paint upon which encourages the
viewer to consciously seek different perspectives to view the work, which I hope is a parallel process to
how we live our lives. Painting a chair raises questions such as: Where do I place myself in response to a
patriarchal construct? Do people make comfortable choices? Where do people choose to sit on issues of
land, women and first nations peoples?
Acrylic paint on wooden chair. 100cm x 44cm x 49cm
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AMY ELIZABETH

‘Angel in Blue’ is a screen print that arose out of a digital photo taken by Zebedee Parkes at a Stop
Adani action. I recontextualised this photo as a screen print because I wanted to explore the idea of an
angelic mother as a politically subversive figure.
I believe that collective action and activism well help us fight for the future of our planet as we are faced
with unprecedented climate change. Women and girls are raising their voices to defend our planet- Greta
Thunberg has inspired global student strikes and Jane Fonda has been arrested on the steps of the White
House while protesting against climate change. We have to force governments to take action for the
safety of this planet and future generations. Grass root activists matter just as much as famous ones
which is why I featured an anonymous mother and her child in this piece.
Screen printing has long been used as a political tool by activists for decades. This artwork has allowed
me to contribute to this tradition.
I believe that art making is an important form of resistance. It is my hope that Angel in Blue can be a
positive contribution to conversations about climate change and how activism can help us both face and
address it.
Screenprint. 56cm x 76cm
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ANGEL IN BLUE
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HILLARY MONCKTON

ANTBED
Antbed is a brightly coloured collage consisting of previously hand painted acrylic paint and ink on paper,
cut and torn and pasted onto a white paper surface, to form the image of a large red, maroon antbed in
a bush landscape. A dead tree sits opposite the antbed.
The large antbed dominates the picture. The
work was influenced by a colour photograph
in the West Australian section of a large
folio book of Australian Landscapes, found in
the Library section of the Art Room at the
Ozanam Learning Centre, Woolloomooloo. The
landscape depicted is in north-west Western
Australia on a sunny day and, although not of
the Northern Territory, depicts a semi-desert
place in Australia.
Textured coloured pieces of painted / inked
paper form the curved, organic forms of the
landscape. There are no people or humanmade forms depicted. Also there are no paint
free borders around the collaged image as in
other works by the artist.
The collage more or less made itself through a serendipitous process that took form over a single day at
the Ozanam Learning Centre. Scissors and tearing were used to create the image from randomly sourced
pieces of acrylic and ink painted paper and paper paintings previously done by her at the OLC. The
coloured paper was then pasted to the backing paper.
Because of the serendipitous nature of the collage, the artist values the artwork highly and wants to
keep it herself for future inspiration and influence.
Collage: Paper, acrylic, ink. 30cm x 42cm
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SARA FERRINGTON

HAMADRYADS
This little garden at my home in Beauty Point reminds me of stories of mysterious forests full of old
trees and the mythical creatures who reside there. The hamadryads of Greek legends were said to be
born bonded to a particular tree, and the
Gods and other dryads would punish any
mortal who harmed them.

This painting also speaks to how women take
up space in society and our entitlement to
do so, as nature is entitled to take up space
on the Earth. Nature reacts fiercely and
sometimes violently to human activities to
correct the imbalance, as radical feminism
seeks to do with
societal power structures. While I can stand
tall and larger than life, baring my body and
my heart, I must recognise that doing so is a shameful act if I do not meet the required standards and
should cover and hide it and become small. A weed is still a plant that provides oxygen and sustenance,
even if it is not welcome in the garden.
Oil on canvas. 101cm x 101cm
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I like this allegory for a current area of
interest in my practice around gender
politics, where femininity is depicted as
being nurturing and loving, and providing
emotional shelter. As this current wave
of feminism progresses, women - as the
hamadryads did - are more often banding
together to provide shelter and protect each
other from harm.
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ANNE MARIE YEE

WE’LL DROWN YOUR TOWN
At the high end of fashion, resources are squandered on outrageous seasonal shows, while at the low
end, whole villages are being buried in cast-offs and consumer waste. Women contribute to the fashion
world’s waste. With 2.7 billion of us on the planet, imagine what a difference it would make if we all
bought one frock less.
We’ll Drown Your Town was made from surplus or discarded prints. No new material was consumed in
the production of this piece.
Monoprint, relief prints, dabbed prints, and pastel on paper. 76cm x 110cm
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EILEEN HALEY

MARCH 2003 OUYEN WOMEN’S RAIN DANCE
Women of the Mallee district of Western
Victoria dance for rain during the
millennium drought. They are accompanied
by Dorothea Mackellar, Australia’s foremost
and most popular poet of the land.

The background is a patchwork of dry
paddocks, and evokes the traditional wagga,
an Australian quilt devised and used by
itinerant workers (swaggies) in the hard
depression times of the 1890s.
As white settlers, we will have to make our
imaginations wise in the ways of this Land.
The skyclad dance is a promising augury, as
is the work of Australian nature poets such
as Dorothea Mackellar.
Quilt. 94cm by 80cm
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The Ouyen women have doffed the apparel
of their everyday rural lives and begin to
merge with the land.
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SARAH TAYLOR

MY. HER. OUR. WOMB.

My practice currently explores the way we are impacted and changed by nature and the environment we
live in. I make objects that are guided by nature. As a collaboration, my work is unable to exist without
nature’s impact.
‘My.Her.Our.Womb’ is the outcome of a creative process developed to help facilitate a bond with
land. It is a silk cast of a significant land site made when my child was in utero. It is a conversation, an
exchange, a relationship and a practice of trusting land as a partner in the role of parenting.
Sculpture: silk, paper, adhesive, thread, timber frame. 25cm x 25cm x 5cm
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KAYATI SUHARTO

STEM
stem1
/stɛm/
noun
1. the main body or stalk of a plant or shrub, typically
rising above ground but occasionally subterranean.

These individual clay imprints of the various trees are,
more broadly, documenting and reflecting the bountiful
nature of native and non-native trees that have grown
on Gadigal Land. With the climate emergency that we
are now facing in Australia and all around the world
it is important to raise awareness of the impending
danger facing us if we do not act immediately on this
urgent issue of climate crisis.
Using fired clay as my medium signifies the loss of land, bush, as well as loss of human and wildlife
which is a direct consequence of climate change inaction. These various fired pieces are a direct
reflection on the roughly 12.35 million acres of land that have recently burnt across Australia. My
work preserves and memorialises all the species of trees that have and will proceed to perish if we
continue to disrespect and abuse this land - our land.
All proceeds of sales from artworks are to be 100% donated to Firesticks Alliance Indigenous
Corporation.
Sculpture. 60cm x 60cm x 1.5cm
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Kyati experiments with medium, form and scale in
the context of non figurative sculpture to explore the
environmental issues on the climate crisis.
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KARLA PRINGLE

I GREW UP IN “PARADISE”
I have recently returned to the Sunshine Coast, Queensland,. It’s been three decades,
but some things haven’t changed. Billboards and brochures still bombard advertising
asking, Are you sexy enough for this place?
When I left thirty years ago, I had anorexia, c-ptsd and a drug habit. I’d tried so hard to
be sexy enough for this place.
I’d conjured lightning bolts heating oceans with my sultry soft body.
My dewy mouth had gushed waterfalls in forests made of virgins.
I’d set cane fields on fire with black satin and red heels.
I was capitalism’s insatiable appetite,
I was a ghost haunting the promised land.
These montages use outlines of hyper-sexualised internet pornography as as way of
re-embodying landscapes I’ve lived in and loved. I want to give these women a place,
not just as anonymous tracings, not as facades or decoration to entice consumption,
but rather as embodied, complex beings: connected ‘in place’ through their own desire,
embodying internal wildness and sensual selves. These women are not modified or for
sale, rather they are an attempt to return power to the objectified, disembodied, and
ghostly outlines of women constructed to be consumed. In celebrating their corporeal
inhabitation of their senses, and their sensuality, I hope to set them, and myself, free.
Montaged outlines of internet pornography reembodied
Digitally printed 100% Silk Satin hanging from *Eudlo (*Kabi Kabi, Silky Oak)

Bracken holding Drynaria, 2019. 58cm x 23cm
Na’rawi* moves Wallum, 2019, (*Kabi Kabi, Waves). 55cm x 23cm
Ninderry* and Cycadia, 2019. (*Kabi Kabi, place name). 56cm x 23cm
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CLAIRE DE CARTERET

BUSHFIRE SURVIVAL GUIDE, 2020

Bush Survival Guide was made during the summer of 2020 in Sydney.
It’s a work about absorbing, digesting, and processing that moment.
References
00:00, ‘Round the Twist Theme’ , 1989
00:35, ‘ REMINDER: It’s dangerous for Koala’s lungs to be drinking water
from above’, @extinctionrebellionsydney, 2020
01:10, ‘Bushfire Victim Slams Scott Morrison For Walking Away’, Sydney
Morning Herald, January 3rd 2020,
02:05, ‘Bush Fire Survival Guide’ , NSW Rural Fire Service App, 2020
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SEPIDEH FARZAM

2020. Mixed media on board. 25.3cm x 25.3cm
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IT IS GROWING BACK
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SEPIDEH FARZAM

TWINE TOGETHER
Place has contributed to the formation of
my recent art practice. It intersects with
the theme of time and the subthemes of
memory, identity and history.
The recent catastrophic bushfire in
Australia took many lives, many large
areas of natural parks and forests burnt
out of control and we lost millions
of our animals. It has, emotionally,
had an adverse effect on our life and
psyche. However, nature has its own
function regardless of our advantages
or disadvantages. I imagine that nature
has a vital and dynamic force. In most
cases natural processes revitalize the
environment and this paves the way for
the emergence of rebirth which would
bring about unprecedented ecological
transformation and events.

2020. Mixed media on board.
25.3cm x 25.3cm
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SEPIDEH FARZAM

As a result of social and cultural context
of many places, women are often
disproportionately influenced by disaster. In
contexts where women and children are likely
to remain at their residences, natural disasters
can result in greater damage and mortality
among women. In other words, women suffer
more critically than men because their bond
to their home is stronger partly due to their
emotional care to their children and belongings.
These issues and problems have motivated me
to address them in my recent artworks. My
perspective in this regard is predominantly
feminine in approach.

2020. Mixed media on cardboard
22cm x 19.5cm
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RED ONE
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ZORICA PURLIJA

TIME WILL TELL
Time will tell reveals a discarded Earth, left to deflate in a corner of the Universe.
Light and shade flicker onto a skull reminding us of our mortality and limited time
on Earth. Ants meander aimlessly. We can do something to stop our Earth being
ravaged and used up. The art piece invites viewers to reflect and think of ways
they can act to stop the wasting of our planet.
Single Channel Video. 2.02 minutes
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